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Appendix J 
 

Somerset West & Taunton Borough 
Council 

 Fees and Charges 2019/20 
  

Data Protection Act – Freedom of Information Act 
  
Background  

This report seeks to formalise the charges the Council can make in relation to 

Freedom of Information Requests and Data Protection Act Subject Access 

Requests. 

 

Legal Authority 

The method of calculating charges within this report is in accordance with the 
Freedom of Information and Data Protection (appropriate limits and fees) 
Regulations 2004. 

 

Disbursements are set locally and should be reasonable and not designed to 
generate a surplus. 

 

Charges  

Estimating the costs of processing FOI requests; (section 4(3) of the FOI regulations) 

 

When estimating the cost of complying with a written request for Information, the 
Council will take into account the staff time involved in the following activities: 

• Determining whether the information is held. 

• Locating the information or a document that may contain the information. 

• Retrieving and extracting the information, or a document that may contain the 
Information. 

The cost of the above activities will be calculated by applying an hourly rate of £25 
per person, (section 4(4) of the FOI regulations.) 

When calculating the costs to process requests, the Council cannot take account of 
the time taken to consider whether information is exempt under the Act or the time 
involve in redacting any information which is not to be disclosed. 

 

Where the cost to process a request is below £450 

Where the cost of complying with a written request for information is estimated to be 
below £450, there will be no charge unless the disbursement costs (printing copying 
and postage) exceed £10. Where disbursement costs exceed £10, the applicant will 
be issued with a fees notice and must pay the costs within a period of three months 
before the Council can comply with the request.  
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Disbursements costs applied by the Council are shown later. 

 

Where the cost to process a FOI request exceeds £450  

In accordance with the Freedom of Information and Data Protection (appropriate 
Limits and Fees) Regulations 2004, the Council is not obliged to respond to a written 
request for information, where it estimates that the cost of complying with the request 
would be in excess of £450 (which equates to 18 hours of work at £25 per hour). 

If the cost exceeds £450 we will charge for all the hours at a rate of £25 per hour or 
decline the request - alternatively, we will assist the requester in refining the request 
to within 18 hours to ensure no charge (other than possible disbursements) will be 
incurred. 

 

Staff costs will be calculated as follows: 

• Staff costs (£25 per hour) involved in determining whether the Council holds the 
information. 

• Staff costs (£25 per hour) of locating, retrieving and extracting the information. 

• Disbursement and staff costs (£25 per hour) incurred in informing the applicant that 
the information is held. 

• Disbursement and staff costs (£25 per hour) incurred in communicating the 
information to the applicant. 

 

Campaign requests 

If the Council receives two or more related requests within a period of 60 
consecutive working days, from a person or different persons who appear to be 
acting in concert or in pursuance of a campaign, the costs of complying with the 
individual requests will be aggregated. 

 

Priced publications 

These will be charged at cover price plus postage where relevant. 

 

Disbursements 

Photocopies: A4 Black & White 20p per sheet, A3 Black & White 30p per sheet, A4 
Colour £1.00 per sheet, A3 Colour £1.50 per sheet 

Prints from a PC:Black & White 20p per page (additional cost for producing A3), 
Colour £1.00 per page (additional cost for producing A3), Photo quality paper prints 
£1.50 per page 

Any other sizes or finishes by agreement in advance. 

By default we will print/copy in black and white/greyscale on white A4 paper using 
both sides.  

Postage costs: Default postage will be by 2nd class Royal Mail. Prices for alternative 
postage methods will be at the prevailing rates. 
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Other Charges 

 

CD Rom/DVD                 £1.00 per Disc 

 

Data Protection Act 2018 

 

Under the Data Protection Act 2018 and the new General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) the Council can no longer charge an individual the sum of £10 for 

requesting personal information held by the Council about the individual.  These 

requests for information referred to as Subject Access Requests are now free of 

charge. 

 

Budget Impacts 

There will be no impact on the 2019/20 Budget. 

 

Equality Impact Assessment 

 

In order not to disadvantage customers with disabilities the Council will not charge 

for providing information in an alternative format, if the Disability Discrimination Act 

(DDA) covers the person requesting it, unless the original document was a priced 

publication. In this case, the charge for the alternative format will not exceed the cost 

of the original publication. The Council’s current policies in relation to translation of 

documents into languages other than English will apply. 

 

 

 


